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Abstract

David Lewis may be regarded as an antiessentialist. The reason is that he is said to believe that individuals do not have essential properties independent of the ways they are represented. According to him, indeed, the properties that are determined to be essential to individuals are a matter of which similarity relations among individuals are salient, and salience, in turn, is a contextual matter also determined to some extent by the ways individuals are represented.

Todd Buras argues that the acknowledgment of natural properties in counterpart theoretic ontology affects Lewis’s theory with regard to essentialism. Buras’s reasoning is appealing. He claims that, since natural properties determine the existence of similarity relations among individuals that are salient independent of context, Lewis can no longer be claimed to be an antiessentialist.

The aim of this paper is to argue, against Buras, that if counterpart theory was antiessentialist before natural properties were taken into account, then it remains so afterwards.
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1. Introduction

David Lewis may be regarded as an antiessentialist, for it is said that, according to him, individuals do not have real essential properties, that is they do not have essential properties independent of the ways they are represented—namely, conceived or described. This is the case because: (a) the properties that are determined as essential to individuals are a matter of which relevant counterparts they have, (b) the relevant counterparts that individuals have are a matter of which similarity relations are salient, and (c) salience is a contextual matter also determined to some extent by the way individuals are represented.
In his New Work for a Theory of Universals, Lewis defends the view that there are both abundant and sparse properties. Among the sparse properties there is a group of natural properties that marks out the genuine qualitative similarities and differences between individuals.

Todd Buras, in his Counterpart Theory, Natural Properties and Essentialism, argues that, if Lewis accepts both counterpart theory and natural properties, he can no longer be classified as an antiessentialist. This is because the natural properties determine the existence of similarity relations among individuals that are salient, and therefore relevant, independent of the ways those individuals are conceived or described. If such similarity relations are obtained, Buras claims, individuals have real essential properties.

The aim of this paper is to argue, against Buras, that the implications of counterpart theory for essentialism are not altered by the acknowledgment of natural properties. If counterpart theory was antiessentialist without natural properties, then it remains so after natural properties are taken into account.

2. David Lewis’s Antiessentialism

There are different characterizations of essentialism.

One might say that essentialism is the doctrine holding that at least some individuals have both essential and accidental attributes. According to this characterization, for instance, anyone who believes that, for every individual $a$, all of $a$’s attributes are essential to it, is defined as an antiessentialist.

Alternatively, one might characterize essentialism as the thesis that at least some individuals have some essential properties, so that someone who was an antiessentialist by the earlier criterion would now count as an essentialist.

One might also want to distinguish between trivial and nontrivial essential properties. Trivial essential properties are properties such as being either $P$ or non-$P$, for any property $P$. Then, she might take essentialism to be the doctrine that at least some individuals have some nontrivial essential attributes. Thus, anyone who believes that individuals have only trivial essential attributes is regarded as an antiessentialist.

I neither need to say that this exposition is exhaustive nor to choose which kind of characterization is the best definition of essentialism. However, for the sake of argument, let us take essentialism as the latter thesis, which argues that some individuals have at least some nontrivial essential attributes. So far, then, commitment to essentialism is simply a matter of being prepared to say, without

1 Abundant properties are highly disjunctive properties, therefore, they are undiscriminating. By contrast, sparse properties are highly specific and characterize things completely and without redundancy. See Lewis 1983: 346-47; 1986: 59-61.

2 Throughout this paper I will use “lazy” talk about properties. From Lewis’s perspective, indeed, properties cannot explain anything. He is a class nominalist; he identifies properties with classes of particulars, and belonging to one class is a primitive fact that cannot be explained further.

3 In the example, the triviality of the property of being $P$ or non-$P$ relies on the fact that this property belongs to all things. For attempts to establish which other properties count as trivial essential, see Marcus 1967 and Della Rocca 1996.
This further condition is generally attributed to Quine. See Quine 1953a; 1953b.

For Lewis, questions of essentialism are at one with questions of necessity de re. This is in common with many philosophers—like Quine, Kripke, and Marcus—but not with most philosophers after Kit Fine who would distinguish the two. See Fine 1994.

I use the distinction type-token in order to underline the fact that, according to counterpart theory, and as will be shown, the logical form of an essentialist sentence is incomplete. This completion happens only at the level of specific tokens of that sentence.

For instance, a token of 1 might be true iff \( a, b \) and \( c \) are human, while a different token of the same sentence type might be true iff \( a \) and \( d \) are human. This is because different tokens of the same essentialist sentence type can evoke different relevant counterparts: in the former case \( a, b \) and \( c \) are the relevant counterparts of \( a \), while in the second case \( a \) and \( d \) are \( a \)'s relevant counterparts.
Counterpart theory thus gives complete truth-conditions only for specific tokens of 1. In other words, in order to have truth-values for essentialist claims about a, we need to know which of a’s counterparts are relevant, and this is determined for the greater part by the contexts in which the essentialist claims are uttered.

According to Lewis, the interests and intentions of a speaker and an audience, background information, the standards of precision, the presuppositions, spatiotemporal location of utterances, norms of charitable interpretation, and objective salience are among the contextual factors that help to select the relevant counterparts of individuals (Lewis 1979; 1980). What helps to select the counterparts of individuals that are relevant in a particular context, among other factors, are thus also the ways that those individuals are conceived or described.

Different tokens of the same essentialist sentence type about a might be produced and evaluated in different contexts and they can thus evoke different relevant counterparts according to those different contexts. Some tokens of the given sentence type might thus be true, and some others might be false. The properties that are determined as essential to an individual might therefore change from one context to another and, sometimes, all that changes from one context to another is our way of representing that individual.

For instance, there are at least two respects of similarity that we might take into account as relevant when we evaluate 1. We might take personhood as a relevant respect of similarity; alternatively, we might count bodyhood as a relevant respect of similarity. Which of these is relevant is a contextual matter. If the context in which the claim is produced assigns great weight to the former respect of similarity, then we see that a’s relevant counterparts are persons, since only persons can resemble another person with respect to personhood enough to be the relevant counterparts. Otherwise, if the context places great stress on the latter respect of similarity, we find as a’s relevant counterparts its bodily counterparts (Lewis 1971: 208). In the first context of utterance, the truth-conditions of 1 are completed by the input of personhood counterparts, while in the second context of utterance they are completed with regard to a different token of 1 by the input of bodyhood counterparts. According to the latter context, but not according to the former, it therefore might be false that a is essentially human. What changes from the first context to the second might be the way a is conceived or described. For instance, the first context might be one in which we conceive or describe a as “that person”, while the second context might be one in which we represent a as “that thing”. The token of 1 uttered in the first context is therefore true, while the token uttered in the second context might be false, and this is so because the two different tokens evoke different relevant counterparts according to different contextual ways of representing a. Thus, it turns out that different properties might be determined as essential to a according to different contexts and, specifically, according to different ways of representing a.

To sum up, according to Lewis essentialist sentences types do not have constant truth-values. This is because different tokens of the same sentence type about a might have different truth-values. Indeed, they might be produced and evaluated in different contexts and thus evoke different relevant counterparts of a. Some tokens of the given sentence type might thus be true, and some others might be false.

Individuals might therefore have different de re modal attributes according to different contexts. What may change from one context to another is, among other
features, the ways in which they are represented. Hence, the properties that are
determined to be essential to individuals are sometimes influenced by our ways
of conceiving or describing those individuals. Accordingly, in my classification,
Lewis ought to be seen as rejecting realist essentialism—even though he accepts
realistic-neutral essentialism.6

3. Buras’s Proposal

In New Work for a Theory of Universals, Lewis defends the view that there are both
abundant and sparse properties. Among the sparse properties there is a group of
natural properties that marks out the genuine qualitative similarities and differ-
ences in things. According to Lewis, an adequate theory of properties has to rec-
goognize an objective difference between natural and unnatural properties; more-
over, preferably, this difference has to admit degrees, so that the most natural
properties are the perfectly natural properties (Lewis 1983: 346, 347). Natural proper-
ties characterize things completely and without redundancy; they carve out the
joints of nature and it is the business of physics to discover these natural properties
(Lewis 1983: 365, 366).3

From Buras’s perspective, in admitting natural properties Lewis accepts that
relations of overall similarity obtain among individuals, independent of the ways

---

6 Following the suggestion of an anonymous referee, I would like to specify one point.
There is some important literature about counterpart theory and mereological essential-
ism—that is, the controversial thesis that fusions have their parts essentially. One of the
most discussed questions in this debate is whether or not counterpart theory, when con-
joined with composition as identity, entails mereological essentialism. For opposing an-
swers to this question see Merricks 1999 and Borghini 2005. However, since this paper is
not concerned with composition as identity, I will leave this matter untouched. In general,
I take mereological essentialism to be a special case of the general essentialist thesis, in
which we focus our attention on a particular attribute that individuals may or may not
have essentially, that is the attribute of being composed of their actual parts. As for the
other kinds of attributes, I take Lewis’s stand to be the same: under some counterpart rela-
tions individuals have essentially the parts they actually have, while under some other
counterpart relations this is not the case. In Lewis’s words: “I myself think that some coun-
terpart relations validate Mereological Essentialism and other equally legitimate counter-
part relations do not” (Lewis 2001: 608). At any rate, for the purposes of this paper it does
not matter which kinds of attributes individuals have or do not have essentially. Rather,
what counts is whether or not, in Lewis’s view, the acknowledgment of natural properties
can make “a’s being essentially P” a matter independent of the ways in which a is repre-
sented, quite regardless of which kind of attribute P is.

7 It is well known that there are many unsolved questions about how naturalness should
be understood in Lewis’s metaphysics. They concern, among other things, the logical sta-
tus of the notion of the natural in Lewis’s metaphysics—for a survey, see Taylor 1993; how
Lewis accounts for degrees of naturalness—see for instance Sider 1995 and Nolan 2005;
which the bearers of natural properties are—for a non-standard reading of this matter see
Borghini & Lando 2011—and so on. In this paper I am not taking issue with any of the
problems that have been raised about the Lewisian characterization of naturalness, how-
ever. For the purposes of Buras’s proposal, and thus for the aims of this paper, the details
of naturalness do not matter, as long as some properties are classified as natural properties
and there is a scale of degrees of naturalness.
those individuals are conceived or described. His first move in that direction is to
define overall perfect natural similarity as follows:

2. \( a \) is overall perfectly naturally similar to \( b =_{M} a \) shares at least one of \( b \)'s
   perfectly natural properties, and there is no individual \( c \), distinct from \( a \) and
   \( b \), such that \( c \) shares at least one of \( b \)'s perfectly natural properties, and \( c \)
   shares more perfectly natural properties with \( b \) than \( a \).

He further claims that whether any two individuals are overall perfectly nat-
urally similar or not is determined independently of the contexts and, mainly,
independently of the ways in which those individuals are represented. Indeed,
determining which properties are perfectly natural and which perfectly natural
properties individuals have does not depend on contexts and, more specifically,
it does not depend on our ways of conceiving or describing individuals.

Buras's crucial move then is to suggest that, if relations of similarity obtain
among individuals independently of context and, thus, independently of our ways
of representing those individuals, then individuals have real essential properties;
that is, they have essential properties independent of the way they are conceived
or described. This is because the overall perfect natural similarity determines the
maximally natural counterparts—hereafter, MN counterparts—of the individu-
als: \( b \) is a MN counterpart of \( a \) iff \( b \), in its own world, is overall perfectly naturally
similar to \( a \). The MN counterparts of \( a \) are therefore counterparts of \( a \) determined
by virtue of similarity relations to \( a \) which hold independent of context and, spec-
ifically, independent of how \( a \) is represented.

If there are MN counterparts of individuals, then, according to Buras, individu-
als have real essential properties:

3. The real essential properties of \( a =_{M} a \) and only the properties shared by
   all of \( a \)'s MN counterparts.

Indeed, the essentiality of the properties \( a \) shares with all of its MN counter-
parts is independent of the ways that \( a \) is represented.\(^{10}\)

\(^{10}\) The reading of Buras’s proposal that I pursue in the rest of this paper is as follows: given
that counterpart theory must accept the existence of similarity relations that hold inde-
pendently of the ways individuals are represented, such a theory must also accept that in-
dividuals have real essential properties. The reason for such a conclusion is that the essen-
tial properties of individuals are determined by virtue of such similarity relations. There-
fore—to anticipate an argument provided in Section 5—a part of my strategy to rebut Bu-
ras’s argument is to argue that, since according to Lewis’s definition, \( a \)'s essential prop-
ties are determined by the relevant counterparts of \( a \), Buras’s proposal would have success
only in the case in which, in every context, \( a \)'s MN counterparts were the relevant ones—
given that only MN counterparts are determined by virtue of that kind of similarity rela-
tions—which is not the case. A referee pointed out that there might be another way to read
Buras’s proposal. According to this reading, Buras’s definition 3 should be read as a stipu-
lation. Buras’s crucial move in order to show that counterpart theory is committed to real-
istic essentialism is thus to stipulate, by definition 3, that real essential properties are deter-
mined by MN counterparts. If this reading is right, then there would be no need to show
that MN counterparts are not the relevant ones in every context, since they are, by stipu-
lation, the ones that determine the essential properties. Moreover, there would be a clear
sense in which counterpart theory was committed to realistic essentialism. Indeed, as will
Buras therefore claims that counterpart theory with natural properties commits one to realist essentialism (Buras 2006: 32-37).11

4. Sharing Properties in Lewis’s View

The first point that I would like to make in reaction to Buras’s argument is that from Lewis’s perspective, almost all similarity relations among individuals obtain independently of the ways those individuals are conceived or described. Indeed, similarity is defined in terms of properties sharing. The fact that two individuals have some properties in common, that they are similar in some way, does not depend, in general, on our ways of conceiving or describing them. To be sure, however, in some special cases the fact that two individuals share a property does depend on how they are represented. For instance, two individuals can be similar because they both have the property of being thought of by me or of being imagined by me and so on. However, for the most part, the sharing of properties is independent of how the individuals are represented. Whether or not a is similar to b is therefore usually independent of our ways of conceiving or describing a and b.

It should thus be said that, when they are shared, natural properties are not only supposed to give rise to similarity relations that hold independent of the ways individuals are represented, because this is true of almost any similarity relation. Rather, natural properties are supposed to mark out similarity relations between individuals that are metaphysically privileged, since they are similarities by virtue of shared fundamental properties. That is, the salience of such similarity relations is absolute, meaning that it is not contextually determined and, mainly, it is not determined by our ways of representing individuals. Such similarity relations then determine the MN counterparts, namely the counterparts that are metaphysically salient.

I am in agreement with Buras as far as this account of Lewis’s metaphysical commitments is concerned. Counterpart theory, with natural properties in its ontology, has to accept the existence of counterpart relations and, a fortiori, of similarity relations among individuals that are metaphysically salient.

be shown, it is true that the Lewisian recognizes that there are MN counterparts, and thus clearly accepts that some individuals have some real essential properties, as Buras defines them. If the reader prefers the latter interpretation of Buras’s proposal, she can read the rest of this paper as an attempt to show that counterpart theorists would not be obliged to accept Buras’s stipulation about real essential properties, according to which a’s essential properties are determined by a’s MN counterparts. Indeed, according to Lewis, by definition, a’s essential properties are determined by the relevant counterparts and it is not at all obvious that the MN counterparts are always the relevant ones. Moreover, to appeal to MN counterparts in the definition of what makes for essential properties—as will be argued in Section 5—would lead to unacceptable consequences from the Lewisian point of view. My conclusion would then be that Buras is not successful in showing that counterpart theory is committed to realistic essentialism, even according to the latter interpretation. 11 Ghislain Guigon has advocated a similar conclusion. See Guigon 2014. The difference between the two approaches lies mainly in the arguments they employ in order to defend this conclusion. For instance, as Guigon himself notes, while Buras believes that shared perfectly natural properties are privileged respects of similarity, Guigon argues that the similarity of perfectly natural properties counts as well. At any rate, I think that many of the arguments in this paper might also apply to Guigon’s proposal—especially my metaphysical objection in Section 7.
Where I disagree with Buras is in my rejecting the conditional proposition that he asserts—that is: if there are such similarity relations and counterparts, then individuals have real essential properties.

In my semantical objection to Buras, I will argue that MN counterparthood is not metaphysically determined as the salient kind of counterparthood for every token of a given essentialist sentence type. The truth-conditions for essentialist sentence types are thus still inconstant and influenced, sometimes, by considerations of how we represent individuals.

In my metaphysical objection to Buras, I will claim that MN counterparthood is not metaphysically salient for determining which properties deserve to be characterized as the essential properties of individuals. The essentiality of those properties is still explained by facts about representation.

5. Semantical Objection to Buras

Recall that, according to Lewis, the truth-conditions of an essentialist sentence type about a are inconstant because different tokens of the same type might have different truth-values, since they might be produced and evaluated in different contexts and thus evoke different relevant counterparts of a according to those different contexts. Therefore, the counterparts of a that are semantically salient—that is, those relevant for the characterization of the truth-conditions of the sentence type—are those relevant in the contexts in which tokens of that type are uttered. Sometimes, what determines the contextual relevance of some kind of counterparthood of a is precisely the ways that a is represented in the context at stake. The truth-conditions of essentialist sentences types about a are thus always sensitive to context and, sometimes, they are sensitive to the modes of representation of a.

What I want to argue is that the situation remains unchanged after natural properties are taken into account. Indeed, we should not take Buras’s metaphysical narrative above, according to which the acknowledgment of natural properties implies the existence of metaphysically privileged similarity relations, to have any automatic semantic implications. That is to say, it is not at all obvious that such similarity relations are, in virtue of their metaphysical privilege, semantically salient in every context so as to institute the salient kind of counterparthood for every token of a given essentialist sentence type. Even though there are metaphysically relevant counterparts, the truth-conditions of essentialist sentences types are not susceptible to being completed by the input of these counterparts in every context, because such counterparts are not, invariably, the semantically salient cases in every context. They are semantically relevant only according to some contexts, such as when the scientific perspective is contextually relevant, so that some token of some essentialist sentence type is made true by fundamental similarities. They might also be semantically relevant in the contexts in which a speaker’s intentions and thoughts are not determinate enough to select a counterpart relation, so that we let the world decide for them. However, they are not semantically relevant according to every context.

We should consider how Lewis’s account of semantics fits with his general theory of interpretation. That general theory emphasizes the charity of truthfulness. The interpretation of a speaker on an occasion is—ceteris paribus—the better for making the speaker a truth-teller. According to Lewis, there is a rule of accom-
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modation holding that “what you say makes itself true, if at all possible, by creating a context that selects the relevant features so as to make it true” (Lewis 1986: 251). This is also true in *de re* modal contexts. For instance, when Kripkeans make claims of essentiality of origins they speak truly in the context of their own speaking. “They make themselves right: their preaching constitutes a context in which *de re* modality is governed by a way of representing (as I think, by a counterpart relation) that requires match of origins” (Lewis 1986: 252). In that context, according to Lewis’s general theory of interpretation, we are thus bound to project backwards, as it were, the kind of counterparthood that must be selected in order to make their essentialist statements true.

If metaphysically salient counterparts were inevitably those selected, it would have massively uncharitable effects. Indeed, both Kripkean essentialist claims, and many other essentialist statements, do not seem to be made true by fundamental similarities. They would thus turn out to be false in the contexts of their own utterances, contrary to Lewis’s expectations. So for Lewis, given how the semantics fits with his broader theory of interpretation, there is no chance of accepting the inevitable semantic salience of those counterparts that are metaphysically salient.

We should therefore not take the existence of metaphysically relevant similarity relations to imply that the truth-conditions for a given essentialist sentence type are truth-conditions completed in every context by the input of counterparts whose relevance is independent of our ways of representing individuals. Even with the acknowledgment of natural properties, the truth-conditions for essentialist sentences types are still sensitive, sometimes, to considerations of how we conceive or describe individuals.

6. Buras’s Reply to the Semantical Objection

Buras anticipated a similar objection.

He admits that the context still determines whether *de re* modal claims are to be evaluated against natural or unnatural facts. He also admits that *de re* modal claims are about natural facts only in some contexts.

His point, however, is that we should not confuse metaphysics with semantics. From his perspective, an antiessentialist is not someone who believes in the inconstancy of *de re* modal statements, rather it is someone who believes that there are no *de re* modal facts, or facts of the matter about the essential properties of individuals.

Buras’s argument is supposed to show that counterpart theoretic ontology with natural properties is able to give rise to *de re* modal facts, even though *de re* modal claims are inconstant. In his opinion, he only needs to show that “one counterpart relation stands out from the crowd for the purposes of characterizing the modal properties of an object” (Buras 2006: 40), which will be sufficient and hold independently of the semantic matter regarding whether or not the MN counterparts are also semantically privileged in every context.

Buras thus takes the acknowledgment of natural properties to imply that, metaphysically speaking, the MN counterparts are privileged in determining which properties deserve to be characterized as essential properties of individuals. This holds, in Buras’s opinion, even though the MN counterparts are not semantically privileged in every context; even though they do not determine the truth-
values of every token of a given sentence type. According to Buras, this is what makes a theory a realistic essentialist theory.

Now, granted that Buras’s account of Lewis’s metaphysical commitments does not have any automatic semantic implications—that is, granted that the MN counterparts are not semantically relevant in every context—I shall go on to argue that it does not even have the further metaphysical implications that Buras takes it to have: the MN counterparts do not make for the existence of facts of the matter about individuals’ essential properties.

7. Metaphysical Objection to Buras

Two claims constitute my metaphysical objection. Firstly, by virtue of the Lewisian principle of recombination, there cannot be any facts of the matter about individuals’ essential properties. Secondly, this thesis is not altered by the acknowledgment of natural properties and, hence, of metaphysically salient counterparts of individuals.

From Lewis’s perspective, metaphysics can only establish which properties an individual has and which of these are natural. Which of these properties deserves to be characterized as being held as a matter of de re necessity is then not a question that can be approached within metaphysics alone. Which kinds of factors select the property of an individual as one that it has essentially, for Lewis, is a question about which relevant counterparts are selected. Relevance is a contextual matter that, sometimes, depends on our ways of representing the individual. In other words, metaphysics cannot establish that a property of an individual is one that it has essentially, because this is intrinsically a contextual matter that depends, sometimes, on our ways of representing the individuals.

Contrary to what Buras claims, even though there are metaphysically relevant similarity relations, there is thus no room for facts of the matter about an individual’s essential properties, because it is the business of the context to establish which properties are determined to be essential to individuals. This cannot be the business of metaphysics; there is no property of a—not even one shared by all the MN counterparts of a—that is metaphysically selected as one that a has as a matter of necessity de re.

With the above in mind, metaphysically speaking, there are no counterparts of a—not even the MN counterparts—that are privileged for determining which of a’s properties deserve to be characterized as essential properties, precisely because there are no properties metaphysically privileged to be characterized as essential properties.

With the acknowledgment of natural properties, all that metaphysics can do is to put counterpart relations on different levels: only some play a role in characterizing metaphysically relevant facts of resemblance. Afterwards, by definition, it is a task of the context to select the relevant counterparts that determine which properties an individual has as a matter of necessity de re.

The implications of counterpart theory for essentialism are not altered by the acknowledgment of natural properties; the existence of metaphysically privileged similarity relations does not change the fact that metaphysics, in principle, cannot establish which properties are determined to be essential to individuals. There are thus no counterparts that stand out from the crowd, metaphysically speaking, for determining which properties deserve to be characterized as essential properties of individuals. There are no de re modal facts.
In addition, if we went along with Buras, there would be *de re* modal facts, despite the inconstancy of the essentialist claims. However, as Beebee and MacBride note, "[...] what the inconstancy of modal language forces upon us is the recognition that the counterpart relation is indeterminate—otherwise the inconstancy of our language would betoken nothing but its failure to be rule-governed" (Beebee & MacBride 2015: 227).

The inconstancy of the truth-conditions for essentialist claims therefore mirrors the fact that there are no counterparts that metaphysically determine which properties deserve to be characterized as the essential properties of individuals; that is, the inconstancy of modal language reflects the fact that there are no *de re* modal facts. Thus, if we recognize the former, we should also recognize the latter, because they come together.

8. Conclusion

I have argued that, even though Buras is right in saying that counterpart theoretic ontology can provide metaphysically relevant relations of similarity, this is not sufficient for counterpart theory to accept that individuals have real essential properties.

I have provided two kinds of objections against Buras’s thesis.

The first was semantic in character. I have shown that the truth-conditions for essentialist sentences types are inconstant and influenced, sometimes, by considerations about how individuals are represented, even though natural properties are taken into account.

The second was metaphysical in character. I have argued that the acknowledgment of natural properties does not imply the existence of facts of the matter about individuals' essential properties.

In conclusion, I think that counterpart theorists can continue denying that individuals have real essential properties, even if they accept natural properties. Contrary to what Buras claims, the acknowledgment of natural properties in counterpart theoretic ontology does not affect the theory with regard to realist essentialism. If counterpart theory was antiessentialist before natural properties were taken into account, it remains so afterwards.¹²
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